
O
ne of the provisions of this year’s
Budget that has received most
attention is the proposal that the
Income-taxAct, 1962beamended

with retrospective effect from April 1, 1962.
The proposed insertions are explanations
thatclarify, forexample, that thedefinitionof
“property” includes rights inanIndiancom-
pany. The introduction of these common-
sense provisions serves, however, to invali-
date the Supreme Court’s judgment against
thegovernment in theVodafone income-tax
case, which is what has caused the outcry.

The concern is understandable. Indeed, a
natural sense of justice is outraged at the
thought of retrospective legalisation of the
state’s demands. Yet intuition is sometimes
ill-served by facts, and this could be one of
those occasions.

Finance Minister Pranab Mukherjee
has argued, correctly, that the Supreme
Court in its judgment had stated that the
words of the statute could do with some
clarification. In the absence of specific leg-
islative sanction, the judgment stated, it
was not possible to find that certain trans-

fers of assets located in India— in particu-
lar, through selling an offshore holding
company — were taxable. The purpose of
this amendment is to clarify that such sanc-
tion is available, thereby allowing theCourt
tomakeamore informed judgment. It is not
illegal or unconstitutional. It is not even
rare. There have been several such clarifi-
cationsmade,with retrospective effect, this
year, last year— indeed, prettymuch every
year. It serves to invalidate a judgment,
true, but in order to make the subsequent
legal proceeding more institutionally
sound, in that the sense of the legislation’s
words aremore obvious to the Court.

Since there is nothing unusual about
this, why the outcry? First, because there is
something problematic to most ears about
the idea that well-meaning taxpayers can

find the rules changed under them.
However, this requires us to suspend dis-
belief mightily. The construction that the
new legislationexplicitlyprovides to theold
Act is common sense, and it is one that
many legal authorities — including the
Bombay High Court — believed already
existed. Second, there is anger because it
appears that thiswill stoke foreign investors’
belief that India is a banana republic, with
no ruleof law, anduncertainty for investors.
This argument, too, is not groundedon fact.
After all, retrospective changes to tax law
arecommoninmanyjurisdictions.Andsuch
changes endupadding certainty, not taking
themaway: theyencourageinvestorstotrans-
parently participate in the taxes and over-
groundeconomic lifeof amoderneconomy,
not in the legallyuncertain, byzantine shad-

owworld of tax havens and offshore territo-
ries. The idea that foreign investorswill nec-
essarilybescaredoffbyagovernmentdeter-
mined to participate in the global effort
against taxhavensanduntaxed incomecyn-
ically misreads the intentions of most
investors in India—anddoesso inamanner
reminiscentofanti-marketLuddites.Finally,
most potent is the fear that this provision is
another marker of this being a backward-
looking Budget and establishment, longing
for the controls of a bygone era. Much else
would burnish that belief, but not this
amendment. In fact, amindset that accepts
that no active or retrospective efforts can be
made against tax havens is backward-look-
ing, out of step with the world’s major
economies’ determination to fix theholes in
the global financial system.
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Pranab Mukherjee’s “do nothing” budget is only
notable for heralding the return of India’s preda-
tory state—with retrospective taxation of direct

foreign investments, and reintroductionof variousnoto-
rious aspects of Fera— and for confirmation that India
is continuing along the primrose path of creating a pre-
mature welfare state.

With falling domestic savings, the gapwithdomestic
investment (mirrored in the growing current account
deficit) is to be filled by increased private commercial
foreign debt. With promises, but no plan, to correct the
burgeoning fiscal deficit, India is on the path to anoth-
er 1991-style fiscal-cum-balance-of-payments-cum-
growth crisis. The dysfunctional democratic politics
behind this impending crisis mirror those in its richer
democratic counterpart, the United States, faced by its
own intractable fiscal crisis.

In both countries, aweak and seemingly incompetent
centralgovernment finds itselfhamstrungbyanimplaca-
bleoppositionwithwhichit isunableorunwillingtonego-
tiate the necessary legislation. The Indian situation is
madeworsebymanyofthegovernment’sopponentsbeing
withinitsownranks. Inbothcountries, fiscal loosenessdue
to unsustainable entitlements threaten both their future
prosperityandnational security, in the faceofa resurgent
and risingChinesemilitary threat.

In both countries, the existing entitlements dispro-
portionately benefit their middle classes, rather than
the “poor” in whose name they are created. This is vir-
tually an iron law of the welfare state—which is better
termed the transfer state. Given the preponderance of
middle-class beneficiaries, success in democratic poli-
tics — dependent on wooing the “median voter” —
makes it difficult to rescind these entitlements. Both
the US and India face a virtual impasse: whether in
reforming social security andhealth entitlements in the
US, or fuel, fertiliser, power and food subsidies in India,
which most informed observers (including in the gov-
ernment) know are unsustainable.

The creation of the US’ welfare state goes back to
Roosevelt’s New Deal and the social trauma from the
GreatDepression. Its subsequent expansion owesmore
to the populist dynamics of wooing the median voter
than any deep-seated egalitarian impulse. But what of
India? Why has it gone down the transfer state route
when there is no obvious groundswell for equality of
outcomes (as opposed to opportunity) in the country?

The answer lies in terms of a distinctionmade in an
earlier columnon the twowings ofMacaulay’s children.
Theywere the inheritors ofMacaulay’s famous 19th cen-
tury “MinuteonEducation” seeking to create anEnglish-
speaking middle class. The two wings were the
Nehruvian wing, for whom English became their first
language, and theGandhianwing, forwhomEnglishwas
an instrumental second language. As the primary lan-
guage group determines what I call “cosmological”
beliefs (see my Unintended Consequences), i.e., the
world viewof the speakers, theNehruvianwing came to
mirror those of their European cousins, which was
infectedwith various forms of noblesse oblige disguised
as egalitarianism.

By contrast, theGandhianwing, still wedded to their
native tongues, subscribed to tradition — which, fol-
lowingGandhi’s lead, they saw being threatened by the
modernisation that the Nehruvian wing sought to pro-
mote. Themajor change, whose political consequences
are visible in recent elections, is that theGandhianwing,
consisting of the Jan Sangh resurrected as the BJP and
the Lohia socialists in the numerous regional parties,
have realised that modernisation does not necessitate
Westernisation.Globalisation, the computer andEnglish

as an instrumental second language are no longer seen
as a threat to tradition.

As the Indian electorate consists largely of the aspir-
ing Gandhian wing of Macaulay’s children, even the
Lohia socialists—whowere the last holdouts to believe
that modernisation threatened tradition — have now

embraced the computer and
theEnglish language:witness
the new Yuvraj of UP,
Akhilesh, who has repudiat-
ed his father’s longstanding
stance on these issues.
Moreover, being closer in
their cosmological beliefs to
the electorate, theyhave seen
that good governance and
development iswhat aspiring
Indians desire and not gov-
ernment handouts to beggars
—as theNehruvianwing still
seems to believe.

This contrast was visible in the UP election: Rahul
Gandhi, the dynastic flag-bearer of theNehruvianwing,
extolling the various handouts by the Central govern-
ment; against Akhilesh Yadav, the dynastic flag-bearer
of the Gandhian wing, besides repudiating the goonda
raj of his father’s previous administration, promising a
developmental agenda toprovideworthwhile jobs rather

than handouts. Whether he will be able to fulfil these
promises remains to be seen. But he is hopefully con-
scious of the electorate’s power to evict non-performing
incumbents. This remains the great strength of democ-
racy: the electorate can always “throw the rascals out.”

Whilst both in India and theUS this corrective seems
tobeworkingat the sub-national level of the states of the
union, theelectoralalternativesat the federal levelare less
compelling. InAmerica, theRepublicans seemunable to
coalescearoundacandidatewhocouldconvincinglybeat
thepresident; and the increasingly left-wingDemocratic
Party is dominated by Blue-state liberals who want to
turn theUS into Sweden. In India, theBJP,which should
be the flag-bearer of the aspiring classes of theGandhian
wing of Macaulay’s children, seems to be brain-dead,
locked in internecine battles. So by default, the incum-
bents inboth countrieswill probably continue topreside
overdysfunctionaldemocraciesuntil fiscal crises compel
reform. Given its wealth and reserve currency status,
there is still a lot of ruin left in theUS.No such comfort is
likely to be available to India.

With thebudget signalling a continuing expansionof
the entitlement economy, it would be ironical that the
epitaph of the reformers who seized a fiscal crisis to
move India out of the Nehruvian rut of the Permit Raj,
could be that theypresidedover the generation of a sub-
sequent fiscal crisis through their creation of a
Nehruvian entitlement economy.
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There is an element of unreality
to the “business as usual”
manner in which the authors

of the budget have presented it, and
sundry commentators have exam-
ined its contents. There is hardly a
governmentworth the name in pow-
er which, on current reckoning, will
be able to put any major decision
through Parliament, irrespective of
whether it be bitter medicine or not.
Yet the Union finance minister has
used the words of Hamlet to argue
that he has decided to be cruel in
order to be kind. And economists and
analysts have dutifully parsed his
words and dissected his numbers to
pronounce judgement on them.

How seriously the budget num-
bers are to be taken can be gauged
from a quick look at the subsidy bill.
Major subsidies are set to go down
by 14 per cent in the coming year
(2012-13) when in the current year
(2011-12) they have gone up by 27 per
cent. This miracle is going to be
achieved mainly by lowering petro-
leum subsidy by 36 per cent when it
has gone up by 78 per cent this year.

Is this realistic, when global oil
prices are riding high at themoment,
and it has been assumed that they
will average out over the year at
above $115 per barrel? Obviously, it
has been assumed that major rises
in diesel prices will be
put through in the cur-
rent year — never mind
the fact that the railway
minister is set to lose his
job because he chose to
raise passenger fares by
a small amount.

This is not all. The
food subsidy bill has
goneupby 14per cent in
the current year. Yet, in
the next year, it is pro-
jected as rising by only
three per cent, despite the impact
that the food security bill could have
on the amount. The subsidy scenario
assumed for fertilisers is also hugely
optimistic. It went up by eight per
cent in the current year but is pro-
jected to go down by nine per cent in
the coming year.

This is not all. The budget has
made a major assumption on infla-
tion. It expects that it will go down a
little from present levels to a little
over six per cent. This is strongly
predicated on two imponderables.
First, on stability andmoderation in
global commodity prices, which are
appearing to firm up; and, second,
on domestic food prices, which
depend on the weather. On both
these fronts the final news by the end
of the yearmay be positive—but the
government has little control over
the outcome. You canpull almost any
number out of a hat, but do precious
little to try to ensure that the out-
come comes near it.

The real bitter medicine that the

finance minister has courageously
administered is to raise indirect tax-
es across the board, in both service
tax and excise, by two percentage
points. This is bound tohave an infla-
tionary impact through the econo-
my and puts a further questionmark
against the assumption that is made
about the moderation of inflation.
But themove has the virtue of being
a responsible attempt to rein in the
fiscal deficit, when expenditure can-
not be curtailed beyond a point.

What is, however, most likely to
happen is that the deceleration in the
inflation rate witnessed in the last
few months is likely to be halted, at
least temporarily, courtesy the
across-the-board rise in indirect tax-
es. Seeing this, the Reserve Bank of
India is likely to go easy on any action
to lower interest rates, in line with
its inaction in the latest review of
monetary policy. If we note that the
deceleration in the growth rate over
several quarters to as low as 6.1 per
cent in the third quarter of the cur-
rent year was critically due to the
central bank’s anti-inflation policy
of dear money — and that a cheap
money regime may not arrive in a
hurry — then how will the growth
rate go up to 7.6 per cent next year
from this year’s 6.9 per cent? And,
without higher growth, what hap-
pens to revenue buoyancy and cor-
rection of the fiscal balance?

To set against this
scenario of uncertainty,
there is one major, and
one moderately good
announcement in the
budget. Foremost is the
decision to hike the
allocation for the
Aadhaar or unique
identification number
project. It is hoped that
thiswill go a longway in
enabling the payment
of subsidy directly to

the poor, thus eliminating a lot of
leakage. Though the rollout and use
of the mechanism will take time,
we can see some light at the end of
the tunnel.

The other positive announcement
is the package of measures to facili-
tate investment in infrastructure.
These seem to add up to something
meaningful, and could well produce
positive results but only over time.

Overall, the scenario painted in
the budget is wholly speculative
mainly because the government has
little control over it. It will earn some
political respite by lowering direct
tax rates marginally (the Trinamool
Congress has described the budget
as neither goodnor bad) but thatwill
not be enough to allow the opposi-
tion and estranged members of the
ruling coalition to allow UPA-II to
complete its term. Thus Budget 2012
hardly has greater real-life relevance
than amanagement game.
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Finance Minister Pranab Mukherjee tried to be “inclusive” in
the Budget he presented to Parliament on Friday: if the deliv-
ery system is efficient and corruption-free it can spell real
change for rural India andbenefit thepoor theway theNational
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme put purchasing power
in their hands.MrMukherjee laid a roadmap for the future on
schemes for women, children, health, education, nutrition,
weavers and labour-intensive sectors, and to develop the neg-
lectedNortheast. But delivery to targeted audiences holds the
key to success. It is not that business didnot get anything. The
FMtalkedof creating anenabling environment, giving low-cost
loans to troubled sectors, access to external commercial bor-
rowings for sectors facing a cash crunchand investment-linked
deduction of capital expenditure on businesses like ware-
houses and storage facilities. Mr Mukherjee, however, said
nothing about simplifying the taxation system.

The finance minister has been timid in revenue collec-
tion, which will rise by just `41,440 crores net. It is clear that
he has tried to act cautiously, and not been as proactive as
expected, possibly due to global economic weaknesses, as
well as domestic constraints. The revenue collection is

nowhere close to what was needed, given the huge fiscal
deficit the government must grapple with. He widened the
service tax net, but said himself that the funds he will get are
far less thanwhat this sector, accounting for almost 59 per cent
of GDP, could be tapped for.

Deccan Chronicle, March 17

No dearth of democratic deficits,
at home and abroad

Notbackward-looking
Retrospective amendments are not unusual

The Budget shows how India’s democracy is becoming dysfunctional in its reckless expansion of the state

A middle-of-the-road budget
devoid of vision
Modest fiscal consolidation attempted;
there are benefits for rural India

TheUPA government at the
Centre may well overcome
the crisis caused byMamata
Banerjee seeking the railway
minister’s replacement. The
Railway Budget, presented
byDinesh Trivedi,may also
secure the approval of
Parliament with modifica-
tions and even a partial roll-
back. But the bigger ques-
tion is the damage done to
the authority and credibility
of the government by its
allies and whether the UPA
can afford to continue with
a coalitionwhere allies have
the disturbing tendency to
hold a pistol to its head
every now and then. There
is little doubt that the gov-
ernment has been reduced
to being a lame-duck one
and the UPA is clearly run-
ning out of options. It may

decide to stitch together yet
another coalitionwith new-
er allies but the time has
come to assess the cost
coalition politics is extract-
ing from the nation.

TheUPAhas little to lose,
anda lot togain,bydeclaring
that enough is enough, that it
refuses to be blackmailed
and recommendamid-term
poll. How long, after all, can
the country be held hostage
to regional aspirations and
interests?MamataBanerjee,
who cannot cushion the
‘aamaadmi’ from the effects
of general inflation, appears
to have taken the ‘politically
suicidal’ position that her
party would oppose any
price hike that affects the
commonman.

The Tribune, March 16

Crisis in coalition
It’swrong tohold theUPAhostage

Shortly before the end of his
10-year term in 2013, Chinese
PrimeMinisterWenJiabaohas
asked for political restructur-
ing in the country in order to
prevent a recurrence of the
Cultural Revolution (1966-76).
The Cultural Revolution was
engineered by the Gang of
Four led byMaoZedong’swife
and her supporters. They car-
ried out severe atrocities in
1976, which was followed by a
crackdown on the Gang of
Four. TheCommunist Party of
China adopted a resolution on
several historical matters and
took the important decision of
conducting reform and open-
ing up the Chinese economy.
ButWenhasmade it clear that
the mistakes of the Cultural
Revolution and the impact of
feudalism had yet to be fully
eliminated. As the Chinese

economy continues to devel-
op, new problems have arisen.
Income disparities, lack of
credibility and corruption are
some of the evils.

The Prime Minister urged
the nation to press aheadwith
political restructuring along
with economic liberalisation.
It is particularly necessary to
bring about reform in the lead-
ership systemof the party and
the country and only the sup-
port of the Chinese people
could make it possible. The
Cultural Revolution had tried
to purge the economy of all
capitalist elements. Wen’s
appeal should cause a stir in
Chinese industry as he said
that political restructuring
must precede economic
changes.

Shillong Times, March 16

China’s new face
Political restructuring on the cards?

Budget2012:Merely
amanagementgame
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How seriously the
budget numbers are
to be taken can be
gauged from a quick
look at the subsidy
bill. Major subsidies
are set to fall by 14
per cent in 2012-13
when in 2011-12
they have gone up
by 27 per cent
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The epitaph of the
reformers who
seized a fiscal crisis
to move India out
of the Nehruvian
Permit Raj could
be that they
presided over a
subsequent fiscal
crisis through
their creation of
a Nehruvian
entitlement economy


